A specific measurement model based on quantum nondemolition monitoring of oscillator quanta is used to illustrate the essential elements of the quantum theory of measurement, viz. , state reduction and existence of a "pointer basis, " recently discussed by Zurek. The form of the interaction between the meter and its environment determines the system observable recorded by the meter. In our model this quantity is the square of the oscillator's quanta. The corresponding pointer basis states are the meter coherent states. The more accurate the measurement the more excited (and classical) these states become. We show explicitly that the state reduction of the system during measuremeht is due to nonunitary evolution resulting from the meter-environment coupling. A particular realization of the environment as a photoelectron counter is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
We wish to discuss some ideas on the quantum theory of measurement recently expounded by Zurek. ' In the arguments put forward by Zurek the measuring apparatus is considered to be an open system coupled to many other degrees of freedom, which may be termed the "environment. "
The environment plays a key role in two of the main precepts of measurement theory: (i) determining into what mixture the state collapses and (ii) actually inducing this state reduction.
We wish to discuss these ideas in this paper and then analyze an actual model of a measurement which illustrates the above concepts.
II. POINTER BASIS
The standard theory of measurement as formulated by von Neumann shows unitary evolution is sufficient to establish a correlation between the measuring instrument (the meter) and the quantum system to be measured. I.et I M; ) be a basis for the meter and I s; ) be a basis for the system. Suppose the initial state of the system Plus meter is IMo)csI IsJ) where IMp& & { IM;)J and that the two systems are coupled such that by the linearity of unitary evolution.
If an observer finds the meter in a state I MJ ) (which occurs with probability CJ I ) the system is subsequently described by the vector sJ ). This corresponds to a measurement of the system operator S = g a; I s; ) (s; I by the meter. If one now traces out the meter states the reduced density operator for the system is (2.
3)
The state of the combined system after interaction can then 1985 The American Physical Society basis I~P;) J records the corresponding relative states of the system I~r /') I and thus defines the system observable which has been measured. As Zurek has shown, the pointer basis is determined by the interaction of the meter with the environment. In order that~p ; ) remain correlated with the relative states of the system~rf), in the presence of a meter-environment' interaction described by some Hamiltonian HME, we require that the pointer basis I~p; ) I be a complete set of eigenvectors for the operator P, the "pointer observable, " which commutes with HME, that is, [P HME]=o .
(2.6)
where I~r t') j are the system relative states determined by the pointer basis. We have argued above that the environment plays a crucial role in determining into what mixture the state collapses. We shall show how this occurs explicitly in a model calculation. We shall also present evidence that it is the coupling to the environment which causes the state reduction associated with the act of measurement.
III. QUANTUM NONDEMOLITION MEASUREMENTS
There is a close connection between the concept of a quantum nondemolition (QND) measurement and the concept of a pointer basis. We now investigate this relationship in some detail.
A QND observable is one for which a time sequence of measurements yields results which are related, one to the other, in a completely deterministic way. Crudely, the act of measurement, for a QND observable, does not alter the results of subsequent measurements. This will be true if a system initially in an eigenstate of the QND variable remains in an eigenstate of the QND variable, possibly with different eigenvalues.
Equivalently, if Q(t) is the In many situations it may not be possible to find an operator which satisfies the relation exactly. However, an "approximate" pointer basis may still exist inasmuch as the diagonal elements of the density operator in such a basis relax on a very long time scale while the offdiagonal elements decay on a much shorter time scale. Thus it is the meter-environment interaction which determines the pointer observable P and thus the corresponding pointer basis appropriate to the measurement. The to-be-measured observable is defined only in the course of the meter-environment interaction. The meter cannot be observed in a superposition of the pointer basis states because its state vector is being continuously "collapsed. " It is the monitoring of the meter by the environment which results in the apparent state reduction of the system. The correlations between the corresponding relative states of the system and the pointer basis are preserved, however, in the final mixed-state density operator, gCC~M~)(M~~s;)(s [Q(t) , HME] =0, (3.2) where HME represents the interaction Hamiltonian between the system containing the QND variable (the meter) and subsequent, coupled systems (the environment). We see that this property is precisely the criterion which the pointer observable must satisfy [Eq. (2.6) ]. We may thus view the pointer observable as a QND variable of the meter which is to be coupled to the environment by a backaction evasion scheme. For example, consider a free particle. The position variable cannot be an exact pointer observable for this system as it is not a QND variable, but the momentum may be.
In Sec. IV we consider two simple examples which illustrate the concepts of a pointer observable.
IV. EXAMPLES OP POINTER OBSERVABLES
We shall consider a simple example of a meter coupled to an environment. The meter is taken to be a harmonic oscillator; The environment will be treated as an ensemble of harmonic oscillators. The dissipation resulting from the meter-environment coupling is to be treated by a Markovian master equation.
A. Amplitude coupling
We first consider the meter coupled to the environment by an amplitude coupling HME -a I +aI~, (4.1) where I = g . kj bj This coup. ling is equivalent to coordinate-coordinate coupling in the rotating wave approximation.
The master equation in the interaction picture is dp t t t dt 2 (2apaa appa a) (4.2) (for the environment at zero. temperature). An initial superposition of coherent states
where Heisenberg operator corresponding to a QND observable we have [Q(t),Q(t')] =0 .
(3.1)
Applying these ideas to the measurement model defined by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) it is clear that the pointer observable P, which determines the pointer basis, must be a QND variable of the meter. This ensures that an initial eigenstate of P evolves entirely within the pointer basis set.
In the theory of QND measurements we also require the observable Q to maintain its QND property [Eq. (3.1)] in the presence of subsequent coupled systeins, the environment in our example, which represent further stages of the meter device. This will be true provided the "backaction evasion" criterion is satisfied,
B. Quadratic coupling
We consider now a coupling to the environment quadratic in the meter amplitude HME --a aI .
(4.5)
In this case the number operator a~a is an exact pointer observable since it is also a QND observable. The master equation for the meter is In fact the decay of the offdiagonal elements is enhanced by the factor e with the diagonal elements remaining unaffected.
A similar model for the decay of off-diagonal coherence to that discussed here has been presented by Alicki.
Instead of coupling the energy of a harmonic oscillator to a bath, Alicki couples the o. 3 spin component, for a twostate system, to the bath. Once again the density matrix decays to a diagonal form in the basis of o. 3 eigenstates.
These examples demonstrate how the particular choice of meter-environment coupling determines the basis in which the density operator becomes diagonal, that is, the pointer basis. In the case of the amplitude coupling the coherent states form an approximate pointer basis whereas in the case of quadratic coupling the number states are an exact pointer basis. It is apparent that the environment induces the state reduction to a mixture through nonunitary evolution. This is seen by the enhanced rate of decay of the off-diagonal elements. An amplifying environment may be shown also to produce the decay of off-diagonal coherence.
The off-diagonal elements experience a rapid decay due to the factor (a f P)" ' '. The meter is reduced to a near diagonal mixture of coherent states. The reduction is not exact in this case as the coherent states are not orthogonal, nor is the non-Hermitian operator a a QND observable.
We are now in a position to consider a complete model of a measurement, with a quantum system coupled to a meter and the meter coupled to the environment.
HsM -a ta-(be +bte), .
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( 5.1) where e is a classical driving field. Such an interaction is possible in nonlinear optics via four-wave mixing. The interaction (5.1) represents a back-action evading coupling of the system QND variable ata. This point of view has been studied in some detail in Ref. 8 . We assume now that the mode b is coupled to the environment. via amplitude coupling, HME --bI +b I (5.2) This, as discussed in Sec. IV, will determine a particular pointer basis. There are good physical reasons why this is a suitable choice for HME. First, if the oscillators are realized as field modes HME represents the usual systembath interaction of any linear loss mechanism. In particular, it could represent the interaction of a field mode with a photoelectron counter, and in Sec. VI we will investigate this realization in some detail. Perhaps the most important reason for choosing HME in this form, however, is that it leads to the coherent state pointer basis. As coherent states have a well-defined semiclassical limit9 this is a desirable pointer basis state for a "classical" (real) measuring device. We now solve for the dynamics of the complete system-meter-environment system.
The density operator for the system and meter, after tracing out the environment states, obeys the master equation, dt , ' [(ebt e'b)a-ta, p]-+(y I2)(2bpb" bbp pb tb)--(5.3) (we have assumed the environment is at zero temperature).
We consider that initially the state of the system is arbitrary while the meter is in the ground state: We find V. QND MEASUREMENT MODEL We consider a model of a measurement where both the quantum system and the meter are taken to be harmonic oscillators with annihilation operators a and b, respectively. The coupling between them is taken to be quadratic in the quantum systems amplitude in the interaction picture, where Po(n ) is the initial number distribution for the system. This is a mixture of number states in the quantum system perfectly correlated with a mixture of coherent states in the meter. It is thus of the general form given in Eq. (2.7). The coherent states I a"& are the pointer basis, the number states In& are the corresponding relative states. The amplitude of the coherent state a"cari be made arbitrarily large by increasing the strength of the system-meter coupling, e. Hence this model has amplification built into the measurement process. In Sec. VII we will show that the large-e limit is the appropriate limit for an accurate system measurement. In fact the states I a"& for different values of n bid:ome more nearly orthogonal as the strength of the coupling is increased. This is, of course, due to the semiclassical nature of coherent states of large amplitude.
We have assumed in this analysis that the environment is at zero temperature. For photoelectric detection of optical quanta this is an appropriate assumption. Were the environment taken to be at a finite temperature we do not expect to see the meter become diagonalized in the pure coherent states of Eq. In the next section we will take the environment to represent a photoelectron counter of meter. quanta. :This is of course the standard measurement scheme were the oscillators realized as field modes.
surement is an integer m, corresponding to the number of meter quanta counted in time t. Of course m is a random variable. Knowledge of m will allow us to infer something about the state of the system, due to the correlations built up during the unitary evolution stage.
We shall use the theory by Srinivas and Davies" (see also Ref. 8) to calculate the state of the system plus meter after m quanta have been detected.
If we assume the initial state of the system plus meter is given by Eq. 
VI. QUANTUM COUNTING MEASUREMENTS
In this section our point of view is changed somewhat. We wish to investigate the state of the system once a measured value is known. We shall consider a photon counting measurement of meter quanta. These photons are absorbed by the photon detector and are thus lost from the meter. This is a quantum demolition measurement from the point of view of the meter. The result of such a mea- [Note that &(a a) & is a fixed but unknown system quantity; thus, as A increases the most likely values of m also increase. ] In the case that the system is in an eigenstate of a ta, this inference is certain.
Thus we conclude that as I e I t becomes larger the state of the system after measurement of the value s for (a a) is concentrated on an arbitrarily small nonempty set containing I vs &&vs I with all off-diagonal elements vanishing. In the limits yt«1, I@I taboo the state of the system plus the meter is p (t)=( I v~& &v~I ), ( I av, &&av, I )
The system at the end of an arbitrarily accurate ( I e I taboo) and instantaneous measurement (yt &&1) is found to be in an eigenstate of the measured quantity (a a ) = g"n I n & & n I, with the eigenvalue equal to the measured result. The meter is left in the corresponding correlated highly excited coherent state. A quantum demolition (photon counting) measurement on the meter has resulted in a nondemolition measurement on the systern. ly classical, i.e. , large amplitude and vanishingly small overlap.
By a particular realization of the meter-environment coupling as photoelectron detection we have shown how nondemolition counting of system quanta may be achieved by demolition counting of meter quanta. 'In the limit of an arbitrarily accurate (i.e. , strong system-meter coupling) the state of the system after the measurement is an eigenstate of the measured quantity with eigenvalue equal to the measured result. ACKNOWLEDCr MENTS D. F. W. wishes to thank W. Zurek 
II. CONCLUSION with
We have shown by a specific example how the standard state reduction hypothesis of quantum measurement theory is the idealized limit of a real measurement process. This is achieved by recognizing that any real meter which makes measurements on a quantum system is necessarily coupled to the environment and it is the form of this coupling which both defines the measured observable and ensures the nonunitary state reduction of the measured system. The form of the meter-environment interaction Harniltonian determines a preferred basis of rneter states, the pointer basis. This paper provides an explicit example of this feature. In our model the pointer bases are oscillator coherent states and in the limit of an arbitrarily accurate measurement they become increasing-I Since N, is a constant of the motion, we can treat the elements p"~(t) independently of one another. We choose to solve for the characteristic function 
In this appendix we outline the theory of photon counting devised by Srinivas and Davies" as it applies to the model considered in Sec. V. Further discussions may be found in Ref. =A((ata) ) .
